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**WARNING: Not suitable for a younger reading audience**
***Enjoy the first three stories of the Shattered series in one volume, with a special little story at the end of
book two***

Break Me (Book 1):
Running is always easier.

Tori McLeod moved to the big city to get away from her mother—and her past. Her new routine is destroyed
when she meets a mysterious stranger who won’t take no for an answer. Sebastian intrigues her, but his eyes
hold secrets she would rather avoid.

Sebastian Chelios, a hard-as-nails enforcer, is a new-in-town loner. He has to have her. Control her. Possess
her. But he can’t—won’t—lose control, even though Tori’s innocence fascinates him. The last thing he’s
going to do is love her, even after he gets her in his bed.

Losing control is dangerous, especially when someone from Sebastian’s past covets Tori, putting more than
just her heart in danger.

Can Sebastian protect Tori from Jose’s sadistic obsession? If he gets his hands on her, will she make it out in
one piece?

Always Me (Book 2):
Forgetting is hard to do.

Tori McLeod survived the sadistic wrath of a madman at the cost of the love of her life. Always a survivor,
she’s determined to move on with her life, for her sake, and the sake of her son, even if she has to leave
everything and everyone behind.

Two years have passed since she lost Sebastian Chelios. He was gone, but Tori can still feel the raw
magnetism pulling her toward a ghost.

Relationships change and new bonds form. Budding feelings tempt Tori, but she continues to ache for
Sebastian.

Whispers of danger lurk around the corner and questions regarding Jose remain unanswered.

Can Tori move on with her life when a dark shadow from her past revisits her? With Jose still being out
there, will Tori and her son ever be truly safe?

Happy Birthday Sebastian (Bonus Short Story)

Remember Me (Book 3):
Remembering is just the beginning.



Keisha Lee had her life ripped apart at the hands of Jose Alvarez. Not having anywhere to turn, she seeks
solace from the one man who could give her everything she needed. Only problem is, she doesn’t remember
him.

Garrith Jameson, FBI agent on a leave of absence, has been in love with Keisha his whole life, and she’s
always gotten under his skin. They were happy. Complete. Until that horrible day destroyed them, tearing
them apart.

Having amnesia is one thing but remembering the mistakes that had been made could separate Garrith and
Keisha forever.

A world of trust, healing and new memories arise, making Keisha need more than just the man she knew she
once loved.

Will Keisha remember Garrith and give in to the submission her body craves?
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From Reader Review The Shattered Series Box Set for online ebook

Vixster says

DNF,
I was really enjoying The Torn Series so picked this up as it had other characters within the prior series.
Have to say I thought the level of writing seemed immature compared to Torn series. It confused the heck
out of me, I couldn't connect with the characters and there was no chemistry. Sorry, couldn't finish it

Rose Veale says

Love love this series!! The men r so freaking hot!!

Sheri Bishop says

This is an amazing box set. Hot hot hot sex!! Mystery and danger!! Romance and jealousy!! It has
everything.

Ria - Reading Is Our Satisfaction says

Books 1 & 2 are about Tori McLeod and Sebastian Chelios.
Tori has moved to the city to get away from her over protective mother.
She comes across Sebastian and is instantly drawn to him as he is to her.
Sebastian is a mystery but he intrigues her.
Sebastian is a man who is always in control - but when he's with Tori that control is lost.
Together they make a formidable combination - until danger enters their lives in the form of Jose.
Tragedy awaits them and Tori is forced to live her life without Sebastian - or is she???
These books are brilliantly written and the sex in them is phenomenal.

Book 3 is about Keisha Lee and Garrith Jameson.
Keisha and Garrith have been in love forever.
Their lives are shatered and torn apart by Jose.
Can Keisha overcome amnesia to return to her love - or will she forget him forever????
J.M. Walker has written two beautiful stories that will make you both laugh and cry

BooksandBeyondFiftyShades says

**5 STAR SERIES REVIEW**



Break Me (Shattered Series, Book #1)
By: J.M. Walker

http://amzn.to/1ylnAGn

Admiring the bad boy at the coffee shop – tall, dark, handsome and definitely rough around the edges…Tori
can’t believe it when he finally comes to her table and strikes up conversation. Sebastian is everything she
can see herself enjoying. Running into him outside the coffee shop she soon realizes he’s involved with some
rough people and her desire to understand him and get to know him better intensifies. He treats her like no
other man has and she’s completely at his mercy.
The coffee shop is also where she meets Keisha and they quickly become best friends. Her brother Brett also
knows Sebastian and warns Tori to stay away. But actions and words don’t seem to align and Brett,
Sebastian and Jose clearly have a history but none of them will spill their secrets. Tori is caught up in the
mystery, addicted to the sex and this strong connection she has with Sebastian. So blinded, she continually
puts herself in harm’s way just to be closer to him. She finds herself kidnapped by Jose who is determined to
use her as leverage to get to Sebastian and make her his own. By the end, her life is turned upside down and
losing Sebastian is more than she can bear.
The action, suspense and mystery within this story really kept me hooked and wanting more! The classic
“nice girl falling in love with the mysterious bad boy” type of novel but better. Clearly these men have a
history but not being able to determine what the connections were left Tori and myself feeling frustrated. The
author did a good job of delivering Sebastian’s character so that even though we knew him to be a bad boy –
I was still left rooting for him and their love. I could not get over how adorable it was he called her “little
one”. *Swoon*
The sex scenes between Sebastian and Tori are nothing short of HOT. No wonder she’s fallen head over
heels for the man. It makes it all the more harder to deal with the fact she has to move on after her
kidnapping ordeal without him. Secretly wanting the whole time for them to be together and Sebastian to get
his revenge on Jose – I was happy the ending left me with some hope for the future after the gut wrenching
turn of events. And of course a felling of urgency to grab book #2!
*****************************************************************************

Always Me (Shattered Series Book 2)
By: J.M Walker
http://amzn.to/1IG7A81

Tori has been struggling the past two years mourning the death of Sebastian and raising the son they shared.
Brett is there to help her thru and the two become closer than ever but something is continuing to hold Tori
back from finding happiness again. Knowing that Jose is still out there roaming around and looking for her,
she refuses to listen to her friends. Even more so after she learns Jose was in her house and near her son.
Realizing that Jose has found her turns her world upside down but nothing can compare to the realization
that Sebastian is still alive. He comes back into her life in an attempt to protect her from Jose but can she
forgive him for leaving her? When Jose finally makes his move, first kidnapping her son Antonio and then
attacking Tori again, Sebastian and crew are there to save the day but not without its casualties. Keisha and
Garrith’s relationship is changed forever and Sebastian hasn’t committed fully to staying in Tori’s life.
Definitely lots of twists and turns in this one! Revealing Sebastian was not dead and is just now coming back
to her after two years made my heart ache for Tori and I could understood her numerous emotional shifts.
Having Sebastian back I think gave her more drive and even more of a fiery side than before – Tori was now
determined to save her little family and keep her man close. Clearly the two have a very intense chemistry
and it showed in the sex scenes. Wowza! Can’t say enough about those scenes!
Having some closure in Always Me, it seemed Tori now has what she has wanted and deserves. But she’s



aching over the devastation Jose’s attack has left on Keisha and Garrith’s relationship. Feels like there could
be more twists and turns for these characters. Looking forward to more awesome storytelling by J.M.
Walker.
*****************************************************************************

Remember Me (Shattered Series Book 3)
By: J.M Walker
http://amzn.to/1b4aB6x

Garrith has spent the last few months drinking himself into a coma, taking a leave of absence from work and
staying far away from Keisha, his friends and family. Keisha is trying to move on with life, still not
remembering anything about her relationship with Garrith after getting shot. She seeks his help in
remembering and can feel a strong connection to him but Garrith is more than reluctant to help her. Fearing
she will run from him when she remembers all about their past relationship he continually refuses to recant
their time together.
But the connection they feel is strong and he allows Keisha to take the lead letting their time together taking
a physical turn. He slowly introduces her back into the experimentation and adventures they shared in that
department. Sex seems to become his way of avoiding her questions and for her it actually brings on random
memories from her past. But will she run when she discovers his secrets and will she refuse his love once
more?
This book really dived deep into these two characters that we met in books one and two. Although the author
tried to through some drama in there with the side plot of Sebastian and Garrith needing to find Lucas, the
book was primarily only about Keisha learning about her past. There were a few minor twists concerning the
“darker” secrets Garrith had hoped she wouldn’t remember but when they came to light it didn’t seem to
make much of a difference.
The author took these characters to a whole other level than those in the first two books – exploring sub/dom
roles and the lifestyle. I didn’t get that impression of these characters from the prior stories so it was a bit
hard for me to begin to see them like that. However, the sex scenes again in this one were beyond hot giving
the reader ample descriptions of their play. The happily-ever-after does come for this couple as well as for
Tori and Sebastian. I felt relieved the author tidied everything up for the reader.

Pamijo Perkins says

I laughed. I cried. I got angry. I felt aroused. I was jealous. I fell in love.
These were my top emotions from reading this series. There were many more.
Hot, steamy, kinky sex in every imaginable position was laid out before my eyes. J.M. Walker took me to so
many different places in these books. I love sex, therefore love to read it. Had me quoting a few sex scenes to
my long distance lover. (Funny when I caught him while he was with a client at work. Him rushing to tell me
enough.)
Get the books. These are 50 shades of mind blowing sex which makes you pant, flush, and submit into a
place no other book can.
***Spoiler. More sex than story. Just the way I like it. :)

Carrie says



I had a sample on my kindle went to read the sample.I went to buy the book and Amazon could not find the
book. I called amazon they said for what ever reason the author took it off. I hope JM Walker puts the book
back on Amazon kindle. Reading the sample of this book was good I would like to be able to finish it.


